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ABOUT
THE PROGRAM
The overall goal of the Innovation Masterclass program is to prepare employees with the
methodologies and processes to master and move innovation forward in an environment of high
uncertainty.
Each day of the program consists of a theoretical part and a hands-on workshop part.
The program condenses all of the latest proven scientific methodologies and processes you need
to know and master into three compact days. It has been developed together with our corporate
customers in response to their needs of disseminating the knowledge to their employees as fast
and as hands-on as possible.
The Innovation Masterclass explains why and how a corporation is not a startup and what
corporations can learn from startups, moving innovation ventures forward faster, with less risk and
invest.
It is available as a three of five day program, depending on time constraints and focus on theory
versus practice. The three day course will have taught the participants everything they need to
know about applying the new methodologies for innovation collectively known as “Lean Startup”
in their work. The five day course provides one additional day for customer interviews and one
additional day for actually building the defined Minimum Viable Product (MVP) and is particularly
ideal for teams that are working on actual projects or innovation ventures.
Based on experience, the very minimum needed to convey and internalise this knowledge has
been found to be three days. Less and the participants get rushed through with no time to
process and learn. More than five and you risk investing a lot of time and resources in people that
are just looking for a vacation from the oﬃce or are the people who already realise within the three
days, in eﬀect self-selecting to opt out, that the uncertainty and work load associated with
innovation is not for them.
The Innovation Masterclass is not intended to be the program to end all other programs. It is
designed to be the first serious touch point to change mindsets, a kickstart into the world of
evidence- and data-driven methodologies for early stage ideas and first-time innovators in a
series of progressive programs designed for the diﬀerent maturity stages of the innovation
venture.
The Masterclass has been designed to have the maximum eﬀect when employees are exposed to
it at the very beginning of your innovation pipeline.

What Innovator Masterclass customers say:

“Thank you again for the inspiring Masterclass!
All of us loved having +ANDERSEN here!”

- Monika Kapoor, Head of Onlife Graduates Program at Telefónica
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PROGRAM
SUMMARY
WHAT’S IN THE BOX
THEORETICAL CONTENT
• Why Corporations are not Startups; What we know now
• What Corporations can learn from Startups: The Lean Startup Methodologies
• Business Model Engineering
• Customer Development
• Agile Engineering & Minimum Viable Products (MVP)

HANDS-ON EXERCISES
• Mastering Business Model Engineering and the BMC
• Mastering Customer Development and The Problem & Solution Interview
• Mastering Agile Engineering and the art of the MVP

GOALS
• Establishing a common language around innovation
• A positive and constructive start into unchartered new territory
• Enabling employees with the fundamental methods and processes to get from
•
•
•
•

0 to 1 and move beyond just ideation
Unlearning old ways of doing things that don’t work for innovation
Enabling employees to work autonomously and with accountability
Enabling employees to go further faster
Filter out employees who are not cut out for innovation by self-selection

HUMAN RESOURCES FROM +ANDERSEN
•
•
•
•

One Masterclass Educator (up to 20 participants)
One Masterclass Educator, one workshop assistant (21 - 50 participants)
Two Masterclass Educators, two workshop assistants (51 - 120 participants)
More than 120 participants, TBD

The program also includes optional learning materials as books and online video content.
The program usually includes a suitable oﬀ-site educational venue complete with all educational and
creative materials required.
We strongly recommend using an oﬀ-site venue for the program as it helps the participants get their mind
away from daily operations and facilitates a better and more productive learning environment. Catering (light
breakfast, snacks, soft drinks, tea & coﬀee and a healthy lunch) is also usually included in the program.
Optionally, a motivational keynote speaker for one or more of the days can be provided to kickstart the day
- either from you or +ANDERSEN.
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INNOVATOR
MASTERCLASS
DAY 1
KICKOFF & BUSINESS MODEL ENGINEERING
09:00

MINGLE & INTRODUCTION
An introduction of who we are and why we are here and what what we will be
doing today, optionally over light breakfast. Optionally, a motivational keynote sets
the tone for the day.
09:30

OVERVIEW OF THE INNOVATION MASTERCLASS
A comprehensive overview of what we will be covering, explaining the Lean
Startup methodologies of Business Model Engineering, Customer Development
and Agile Engineering and how they all fit together.

THEORY PART
10:00

WHAT WE NOW KNOW
Why startups are diﬀerent from corporations. Are startups just a smaller version of
existing companies? Are projections and business plans what you need for your
innovation venture to succeed? Why do startups fail? An update on what we know
by now and what this knowledge means for you.
10:30

BUSINESS MODEL GENERATION
What is Business Model Generation and how is it diﬀerent from a business plan?
What is a Business Model Canvas, what is a Value Proposition Canvas and how do
you use them - in theory and in practice?
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13:00 - 14:00

LUNCH & CHECK MAIL / CALLS

WORKSHOP PART
14:00

BUSINESS MODEL GENERATION WORKSHOP
Hands-on practice for the participants starting with the re-construction of a wellknown, existing business model using the Business Model Canvas (BMC),
transitioning to an exercise where the participants are challenged to construct a
complete Business Model Canvas v1.0 of their innovation venture ideas.
16:30

TEAM PRESENTATIONS
Time to show us your Business Model Canvas V1.0. What did you learn
constructing it? What is your most critical assumption(s) in this model? Peer
discussion & review.
17:30

WRAP UP & HOMEWORK ASSIGNMENT
A summary of what we learned today and assignment of optional further reading
and learning content for more depth. Time to get out of the building.
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INNOVATOR
MASTERCLASS
DAY 2
CUSTOMER DEVELOPMENT
09:00

MINGLE & RECAP
Ease-in, optionally over light breakfast, recalling what we learned the previous day.
Optionally, a motivational keynote gets us started.

THEORY
09:30

CUSTOMER DEVELOPMENT
A comprehensive overview of the Customer Development methodology as a
customer- and user-driven process of testing and validating the idea-problem fit
and moving on to validating the problem-solution fit, also explaining the diﬀerence
between Design Thinking and Customer Development and why customer empathy
and understanding the customer is so important in creating new innovations.
11:00

THE CUSTOMER INTERVIEW
What does it mean that we need to ‘get out of the building’? Why do we need to
get out of the building at least twice? How do we talk to customers? What is the
diﬀerence between a problem and a solution interview? How do we prepare for
customer interviews? How do we find customers to interview?
13:00 - 14:00

LUNCH & CHECK MAIL / CALLS
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WORKSHOP PART
14:00

CUSTOMER DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP
We start with some hands-on exercises inside the building on how to interview
customers, alternating playing the customer and the interviewer, both for the
problem and the solution interview. We then transition to actually going out of the
building, interviewing random strangers to test the hypothesis of a provided b2c
business case example.
16:30

TEAM PRESENTATIONS
Time to show us what you learned from interviewing real customers. What did you
learn that you had not expected? What was the hardest part? What would be your
next steps? How would you find the customers to interview for your innovation
venture? Peer discussion & review.
17:30

WRAP UP & HOMEWORK ASSIGNMENT
A summary of what we learned today and assignment of optional further reading
and learning content for more depth. Time to get out of the building.

What Innovator Masterclass participants say:

“I had a great time, extremely valuable lessons
learned! Thank you!”

- Kilian Reck, Product Manager at Telefónica Germany
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INNOVATOR
MASTERCLASS
DAY 3

AGILE ENGINEERING, THE ART OF THE MVP & RECAP
09:00

MINGLE & RECAP
Ease-in, optionally over light breakfast, recalling what we learned the previous day.
Optionally, a motivational keynote kicks the day oﬀ.

THEORY
09:30

OVERVIEW OF AGILE ENGINEERING
A comprehensive overview of what Agile Engineering is, covering the processes
and methodologies and how and why to apply it, explaining the importance of
releasing your product fast, frequently and in small batches using a Build Measure - Learn process loop, explaining the importance of a Minimal Viable
Product (MVP), what that actually is and how proceed and how and what to
measure, what are pass / fail criteria, and how do we define them.
11:00

ART OF THE MVP
Creating a Minimal Viable Product (MVP) is an art form. There are many ways to do
it. Case-studies of a wide variety of diﬀerent real-world MVPs will help to inspire
and instruct the participants on how fast and little they may need to build to get
started with their first MVP. In this part you will also learn one eﬃcient methodology
to define your MVP and find out what you are going to test, why and how.

13:00 - 14:00

LUNCH & CHECK MAIL / CALLS
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WORKSHOP PART
14:00

MVP WORKSHOP
Hands-on practice for the participants. Time to apply the methodology to identify
their most critical assumption(s) and define their MVP. The participants will identify
what to test, why to test it and how and what to measure. By the end of this
workshop, all teams will have defined their first Minimum Viable Product (MVP).
16:30

TEAM PRESENTATIONS
Time to present your MVP V1.0. What critical assumption(s) are you going to test
with it? How are your going to measure it? What is your pass / fail criteria? Peer
discussion & review.
17:30

RECAP & WRAP UP
A summary of what we learned today and during the three day program.
Optionally, a wrap-up speech from your side, connecting to the next steps for the
participants in your innovation program.
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ABOUT
THE EDUCATOR
VIDAR ANDERSEN
FOUNDING PRINCIPAL +ANDERSEN & ASSOCIATES
Vidar Andersen is a Norwegian serial startup entrepreneur, investor, educator,
speaker, and advisor to international corporations and organisations on
innovation, currently based in Dusseldorf, Germany, recognised by the
Wirtschafts Woche, the German best-selling business publication, as one of
the most important people in the German startup scene,
Vidar founded his first software development company in 1997. In the
following years he helped e.g. Statoil, Shell, Esso, The Norwegian Ministry
of Education and the Royal Norwegian Government, with what we today
would call outsourced innovation and digitalisation.
In 2001 he co-founded the enterprise content management system "Plone", in
use by NASA, Yale, the CIA, the FBI, Lufthansa, Deutsche Telekom and many
more.
After almost 10 years helping enterprises, GOs and NGOs innovate and digitalise in Norway, he moved to
Germany in 2005 and served for nearly five years as Head of Digital at the lead agency for digital media to TMobile International in Cologne.
In 2011 he founded the award winning startup "Gauss - The People Magnet", the very first social discovery app.
2012 he received a GEAP scholarship by Deusto University in Bilbao, Spain for his entrepreneurial merits.
In 2013 he was invited to Stanford to be trained and certified by Steve Blank as a Lean Launchpad Educator
because of his community efforts, enabling him to teach the premium experiential entrepreneurship curriculum
from Stanford and Berkeley at universities like the University of Cologne and organising a public version of the
Lean Launchpad as a pre-accelerator program for regional early-stage startups since then.
In 2013 he founded +ANDERSEN & ASSOCIATES to better serve the companies that kept requesting his
expertise on innovation, helping them prepare for tomorrow today - the startup way - through science and
entrepreneurship. Customers of Andersen include Deutsche Telekom, Philip Morris International, Telefónica,
BARCO, ABInbev, Reifenhäuser, The International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory (INL), Bertelsmann,
Mediengruppe RTL, AXA, Vebego, Yello, Henkel and more iconic brands under NDA.
He's been an invited speaker at places like Stanford, Cambridge, SxSW, Web Summit, LeWeb, London
Intrapreneurship Conference, RTL Digital Shapers Conference, and as a stand-in keynote speaker for the
Minister of Economic Affairs of the German state of North-Rhine Westphalia (NRW).
His work has been featured and recognised by The New York Times, Business Insider, CNN, BBC, TechCrunch,
Forbes, TechCocktail, Die Welt, DViCE, ZDF, WDR, DRadio Wissen, WiWo, LinkedIn SlideShare, The Pirate
Summit, Le Web, London Web Summit, Dublin Web Summit, TechCocktail Austin, NRW.INVEST, etc.
So far he has been teaching startup entrepreneurship and innovation management at BiTS Iserlohn, University
of Cologne, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT), University of Applied Science Cologne, Qazvin Islamic Azad
University Iran (QIAU), Knowmads Business University Amsterdam, Karlshochschule International University
Karlsruhe, Northern Institute of Technology (NIT) Hamburg, The University of Applied Sciences, Arts
Northwestern Switzerland (FHNW), and as a co-founder of Germany's largest startup pitching event, The
Rheinland Pitch, together with the regional incubator STARTPLATZ he's been teaching over 700 (and counting)
startups how to pitch investors since 2013. For more, see http://vidarandersen.com
and http://plusandersen.com
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ABOUT +ANDERSEN
Helping large companies and organisations innovate like startups, providing the answers
to the questions how to proceed from an idea and how to identify and grow the
innovation talents within your organisation.

INNOVATION AS A PROCESS
Achieve predictable, repeatable and scalable innovation from within with the new modern
KPIs, methodologies and management tools we help you successfully implement

EDUCATION & TRAINING
Train your employees to flex their entrepreneurial muscle and discover your top talents
and enable them by training them as trainers through our programs

INNOVATION OUTPOSTS
External incubation & acceleration facilities, for permanent or temporary co-location of
your innovation venture teams, complete with mentoring

ACCESS TO STARTUPS & TALENTS
We provide unfiltered access to the startup ecosystems around the world and we help
you supplement your innovation teams with the right experienced talents needed to
execute successfully

TURNKEY READY PROGRAMS
We oﬀer proven programs giving you room to experiment with new approaches to find out
what works best for you

+ANDERSEN
& ASSOCIATES
tomorrow
today
+49 (0) 151 40 133 149
YOU@PLUSANDERSEN.COM
FLOSSI HAUS
SPEDITIONSSTR. 15A
40221 DUSSELDORF, DE
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